A moon or natural satellite is a celestial body that orbits a planetary body such as a planet, dwarf planet, or an asteroid. Scientists seek understanding the origin and evolution of our solar system by studying moons of these bodies. Additionally, searches for satellites of planetary bodies can be important to protect the safety of a spacecraft as it approaches or orbits a planetary body. If a satellite of a celestial body is found, the mass of that body can also be calculated once its orbit is determined. Ensuring the Dawn spacecraft's safety on its mission to the asteroid (4) Vesta primarily motivated the work of Dawn's Satellite Working Group (SWG) in summer of 2011. Dawn mission scientists and engineers utilized various computational tools and techniques for Vesta's satellite search. The objectives of this paper are to 1) introduce the natural satellite search problem, 2) present the computational challenges, approaches, and tools used when addressing this problem, and 3) describe applications of various image processing and computational algorithms for performing satellite searches to the electronic imaging and computer science community. Furthermore, we hope that this communication would enable Dawn mission scientists to improve their satellite search algorithms and tools and be better prepared for performing the same investigation in 2015, when the spacecraft is scheduled to approach and orbit the dwarf planet (1) Ceres.
INTRODUCTION
Planets and dwarf planets follow elliptical paths with the Sun at one of its two foci. Asteroids, small bodies in the Solar System primarily located between Mars and Jupiter also orbit the Sun [1] . A moon or natural satellite orbits a planet, dwarf planet, or asteroid, called its primary [2] . Scientists can learn about the origin, early history, and evolution of our solar system by searching for and studying moons of planetary bodies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . From the orbital characteristics of natural satellites and combining Newton's and Kepler's laws the mass of the primary asteroid can be calculated [7] . This can be done from the Earth based telescopes without the need for in situ spacecraft measurements [4] [5] [6] . Scientists also study planetary bodies using robotic spacecraft [7] [8] . Protecting the spacecraft from collision with a natural satellite was the primary motivation for the satellite search conducted as the Dawn spacecraft went into orbit around the main belt asteroid (4) Vesta. Secondary motivation was scientific investigation of the asteroid, which we will refer to as Vesta for the remainder of this paper.
The Dawn mission, part of NASA's Discovery program, was launched on September 27, 2007 . The mission's primary goals are to study Vesta and dwarf planet (1) Ceres as precursors to planetary bodies. After a four-year, slow and steady approach, the spacecraft finally entered an orbit around Vesta in July 2011, making Dawn the first probe to orbit an object in the Main Asteroid Belt between Mars and Jupiter. Figure 1 (a) represents the locations of Vesta and Ceres schematically with the Sun at a focus, the paths of the planets drawn as ellipses and the position of the main belt asteroids at a moment in time between Mars and Jupiter [1] . Figure 1 (b) displays the Dawn mission's timeline with respect to the positions of the planets, depicting the path of the spacecraft from its launch in 2007 to entering and exiting Vesta's and Ceres's orbits, and finally the end of the mission in 2015 [8] . Dawn mission's Satellite Working Group utilized various computational tools and techniques for Vesta's satellite search in 2011. The objectives of this paper are to 1) introduce the natural satellite search problem, 2) its computational challenges, and 3) applications of various image processing and computational algorithms for performing satellite search to the electronic imaging and computer science community. We achieve these goals by presenting two case studies, one duplicating a past satellite search performed on Pluto and another on our recent work on Vesta. Furthermore, we hope that this communication would enable Dawn mission scientists to improve their satellite search algorithms and tools to better prepare them for performing the same investigation in 2015, when the spacecraft is scheduled to approach and enter an orbit around the dwarf planet (1) Ceres. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the natural satellite search problem in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we present a brief survey of the past work done for discovery of natural satellites via electronic imaging. We review computational methods, tools, and issues for moon search approaches in Section 4. In particular, we present a case study on verification of the discovery of two of Pluto's moons, Nix and Hydra. Finally, in Section 5 we report on various tools and algorithms that were utilized by Dawn mission's SWG for Vesta's satellite search in 2011. These algorithms include image registration, filtering, and capabilities provided by software packages called astrometry.net [9] and Astrometrica [10] . We will also mention shortcomings of satellite search approaches due to limitations imposed by specific mission designs and science objectives as well as related computational challenges , which could potentially be addressed by the electronic imaging community. Section 6 concludes the paper.
SATELLITE SEARCH PROBLEM
In this section we describe how astronomers search for moons of planetary bodies or perform a satellite search. Moons or satellites of a celestial body are confined to a region of that body's gravitational influence. Scientists approximate the region where the gravitational force of the primary body (e.g. Earth, Mars) dominates that of the more massive yet more distant body, the Sun, as a spherical region called the Hill sphere [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . When the primary body, with mass p m rotates around the Sun with mass M, the radius of the Hill sphere for the primary body is calculated as
where p a is the semi-major axis of the primary's orbit around the Sun (e.g. Earth-Sun, Mars-Sun, distance). 
LITERATURE SURVEY
Searching for moons around planets has a long history. For example, it was in 1878 when Asaph Hall discovered two moons of Mars which were later named Phobos and Deimos, with the 26-inch Refractor Telescope at the Naval Observatory in Washington D.C. [12] [13] . With advances in imaging instruments and technologies as well as robotic exploration of the outer solar system, there has been an increase in satellite search and discoveries around many planets including Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] with some of the outer planets having more than 50 natural satellites. No additional satellites of Mars have been found.
Pluto and its moons have a fascinating story. It was in 1930 that Clyde Tombaugh discovered Pluto, and then Pluto's largest moon, Charon, was discovered in 1978 [14] . It was much later in 2005 that two smaller moons, Nix and Hydra, were discovered and later verified in 2006 using observations of the Hubble Space Telescope [15] [16] . In order for a body to be considered a planet it has to orbit the Sun, have enough gravity to form a spherical shape and enough mass to clear its neighborhood of debris [17] . In other words, it should be the dominant gravitational body in its orbit. Any object, like Pluto, that meets the first two requirements but not the third one is called a dwarf planet. Finally, most recently, in July of 2011, Pluto's fourth moon was discovered using images from the Hubble Space Telescope [18] .
Furthermore, asteroids and small bodies beyond Neptune can have moons too [3, 7] . Over two hundred small solar system bodies have companions orbiting them at the time of this writing. The first satellites of asteroids were reported from stellar occultations, where an asteroid passes through the line of sight from the Earth with a star [19] . As the asteroid passes in front of the star, its brightness decreases and stays dimmed until the asteroid passes out of the star's line of sight. Such measurements are used to determine asteroid diameters. In the case of the six asteroid occultations prior to 1980, there was additional stellar dimming observed before and after the main occultation events. Not much credulity was given to these first purported satellite detections until the Galileo spacecraft, on its way to Jupiter, flew past asteroid 243 Ida and imaged a companion in 1993 [20] . Since then all space mission asteroid flybys include a satellite search but no additional moons of any asteroid flyby targets since Ida have been found [21] . Ground based telescopes have detected several asteroid companions such as those around asteroids 45 Eugenia, 762 Pulcova, 90 Antiope, and 87 Sylvia [7] . The search for satellites around asteroid 433 Eros by the Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR) spacecraft was performed using autonomous search algorithms, and an analysis of the photometric sensitivity of the search indicating a search limited size of 20 meters in diameter. No satellite was detected [7] .
With each new technological advance in telescope design and detector capability, planetary astronomers have searched for satellites around the larger and brighter main belt asteroids, including Vesta and Ceres, but to no avail. Gehrels et al. [22] conducted the first reported direct imaging search for satellites around large main belt asteroids. Vesta and Ceres were among their targets. An upper search limit of 1-2 km was found for Vesta. Roberts et al. [23] used speckle interferometry searching to within 35 -4000 km from Vesta to a size limit of 51 km. More recently, a satellite search was carried out of Vesta [11] and Ceres [24] using Hubble data. Results of that search indicated no moons of Vesta were found within the region of Vesta's Hill sphere that was searched, with a satellite search limit of 22 +/-2 meters in radius. No moons of Ceres were detected within a search limit of one kilometer in satellite's size. That the larger asteroids have no moons suggests that the energy of the collisional and dynamical environment exceeded that of the gravitational stability of a natural satellite.
COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES, METHODS, AND TOOLS
In order to prepare for Dawn's satellite search in July of 2011, we first revisited Hubble Space Telescope (HST) images of Pluto in 2006. With these data we verified the image processing steps necessary for "finding" two of Pluto's moons, Nix and Hydra, that were discovered in 2005 [15] [16] . These steps address various issues for satellite search due to motion, image misalignments, and artifacts. In this section, we demonstrate how one can resolve such barriers to satellite search by applying different computational approaches such as image registration and filtering, similar to the work done in [15] [16] . We used four processed long exposure HST data files of Pluto. In particular, j9l601m7q_drz.fits, j9l601m9q_drz.fits, j9l601mcq_drz.fits, and j9l601meq_drz.fits files that were retrieved from the Multimission Archive at Space Telescope Science Institute (MAST) [25] . These images have exposure times of 475 seconds and were acquired on February 15, 2006. A major issue one should take into account when processing astronomical data is problems due to movement and moving objects. There may be one or more sources of movement when looking at images of the same area of the sky. First, moons, and planetary bodies move over time. Secondly, we often deal with a moving spacecraft resulting in motion parallax and a camera on the spacecraft that has some vibrations referred to as jitter. As a consequence, a pixel with the same coordinates in each frame of the camera does not usually correspond to the same location in the sky. Furthermore, depending on what objects the telescope tracks, we see different effects in the images. If images are obtained when tracking on the fixed background stars, moving objects appear elongated in long exposure images. On the other hand, if a moving object is tracked, then the stars would appear elongated. Figure 3(a) shows sum of the four HST images and the resulting elongation of the background stars when the telescope tracked a moving object, in this case Pluto. We need to perform image registration on different frames of images of the same target (e.g. Pluto, Vesta). Image registration refers to finding the transformation(s) that would align two or more images of the same object or scene that are obtained at different times, from different viewpoints or sensors [26] . We then apply the necessary translation, scaling, or rotation to images such that their corresponding pixels represent the same physical location in the sky and have the same spatial resolution. Pluto and its largest moon Charon reside on the central part of these images, as you can see in Figure 2 (b). We used our knowledge of the location of Pluto and Charon to register the image frames with respect to a reference image, image j9l601m7q_drz.fits displayed in Figure 2 . After finding the transformation with respect to the reference image, we added the aligned images. Next, we have to identify noisy and bad pixels and remove their effects. As you can see in Figure 2 (a), the long exposure HST data is very noisy due to the cosmic rays, whose abundance in space is a challenge for astronomical image processing. Cosmic rays are high energy particles coming from sources far away in the galaxy. They usually appear randomly in astronomical images and degrade the quality of the images, with intensity values being orders of magnitude larger than those of the sky. Therefore, astronomers often need multiple images of the same area in the sky captured around the same time for identification and removal of the cosmic rays. We stacked the four registered image frames (that were registered using Pluto and Charon as features), and evaluated each pixel along the direction of the stack. We applied a median filter to each four-dimensional pixel value, and in doing so eliminated most of the cosmic rays, and finally we added all four registered and median-filtered frames. Figure 3 (c) displays the result of this process. On the lower right quadrant of the image, towards the middle, we can see Nix and Hydra within a marked box. Please note that Figures 3(a-c) are displayed in inverted grayscale after applying histogram equalization. Much cleaner and better processed results were published in [15] [16] as displayed in Figure 4 (the celestial North direction is toward the right). A more statistically robust approach for removing cosmic rays, and also in this case star trails, is to apply the resistant mean algorithm, also referred to as trimmed mean algorithm. Details of this algorithm, often used by NASA scientists, are available at [27] in the commercial IDL language [28] .
Other issues to consider include false detections such as spacecraft debris, systematic artifacts such as dead or hot pixels, and calculating the limits to brightness and detectable motion for the moon search. These limits are defined by several factors including the camera resolution, distance of the camera from the observed targets, and the limiting detection magnitudes [11] , or astronomical brightness units, of the observations when drawing conclusions about the search results. SWG continues its work determining Dawn's satellite search limits for Vesta.
Finally, it is important not to confuse the identified moon candidates with other known or unknown celestial objects such as asteroids. For this purpose astronomers benefit from the existing sky catalogs and find the coordinates of the moon candidates in those catalogs. However, this might not always be possible due to the images' resolution or field-of-view limitations. This is where a powerful computational tool, astrometry.net, plays an important role [9] . We used this tool extensively when performing satellite search for the Dawn mission. We elaborate on this tool as well as another one called Astrometrica [10] in the next section.
Ground-based telescopes are also often used for detecting moving objects using similar methods [4] [5] [6] . The same region of the sky is observed at least three times. Registered images are processed for removing systematic artifacts, identifying the fixed stars and moving objects. Then, astronomers search in sky catalogs for positions of the moving object candidates. Candidates that were not listed in catalogs and also move in the same direction with a fixed speed from frame to frame are then identified. Future observations are then planned to verify the motion and to calculate the trajectory of the identified moving objects. [15] [16] North direction is towards the right, and East is towards the top of the image.
DAWN MISSION'S SATELLITE SEARCH FOR ASTEROID VESTA
In this section we report on the Dawn mission's Satellite Working Group (SWG) efforts in 2011. SWG was tasked with finding moons of Vesta primarily for spacecraft safety. Scientific discovery of moons of Vesta, while not Dawn mission's objective, naturally was a byproduct of this investigation. It was an opportunity that Dawn scientists did not want to miss for better understanding the dynamical history of the asteroid Vesta. In this section, we first describe datasets that were used for satellite search of Vesta by Dawn's SWG in 2011. We then present the computational algorithms and tools that we benefited from. Finally, we report our results.
Data sets
Dawn images that were used for the satellite search of Vesta were captured via its Framing Camera-2 (FC-2), the German contribution to the Dawn mission [29] . These images were categorized into two groups: Optical Navigation (OpNav) and Satellite Search images. Each of these two-dimensional images had 1024 × 1024 pixels, of 2-byte integer values, resulting in 2 megabytes of data. OpNav images for this work were obtained during May 3 to July 18 of 2011, as the spacecraft was approaching asteroid Vesta and finally entered its orbit in July, 2011. The distance of the Dawn spacecraft from asteroid Vesta in these OpNav images ranged from 10,500 to 1,217,900 kilometers. OpNav images had exposure times ranging from 8 to 1500 milliseconds. These images were obtained while the Dawn spacecraft was pointing at Vesta. Therefore, in the summed image of the consecutive aligned frames, as well as in long exposure images, we could expect all stars to be trailed in one direction. Streaks that appeared in different direction from the stars could either be cosmic rays, asteroids, or possibly a moving satellite.
(a) (b) Satellite Search images were obtained on July 9-10, 2011, when the Dawn spacecraft executed a dedicated satellite search sequence. This sequence consisted of three mosaics of six stations surrounding Vesta covering most of Dawn's region of operation. Figure 6 (a) displays the mosaic design for data acquisition via six pointing stations. The inner circle in this figure has a radius of 475 kilometers around Vesta, while the middle and outer circles have radii of 950 and 3000 kilometers respectively representing the planned orbiting altitudes of the Dawn spacecraft. Each station consists of four sets of three images with exposure times of 1.5, 20 and 270 seconds separated by five second intervals, as Figure  6 (b) demonstrates. In other words, for each of the six stations, we obtained images with three different exposure times, repeated four times. This process was performed three times at different time intervals when collecting Satellite Search data. Different integration times were used to accommodate different amounts of scattered light from Vesta and to search to different levels of detection and therefore size. We searched each station for moving objects within the time frame of the mosaics.
Computational approaches and tools
The Dawn mission's SWG applied different approaches for satellite search to the data sets mentioned in Section 5.1. These approaches included visual detection of moving objects by astronomers, automatic object detection, and image subtraction. The team also benefited from open-source computational software packages such as astrometry.net [9] and Astrometrica [10] . These tools greatly helped with the quick turnaround of the results, which was of high importance and necessity for the Dawn spacecraft's safety. For all approaches, we started working with raw OpNav and Satellite Search data of the FC-2 [29] .
(a) (b) Figure 6 -(a) station design for Dawn's satellite search of Vesta on July 9-10, 2011, (b) image acquisition exposure and interval times.
Visual inspection
This approach heavily relied on identifying moving objects that moved in a different direction than the background stars in long exposure data or when comparing consecutive image frames of the same area in the sky with the same exposure times. These images were stacked in chronological order that they were captured and then registered to each other. Images were aligned using Astrometrica [10] , a software package that reads images in the standard astronomy format, FITS [30] , and aligns them by searching for pairs of stars of the same distances, position angles, and differences in brightness. After building a set of pairs of stars in the reference image, it searches for possible matches in other images and calculates the necessary transformations for their alignments. Then, frames in such stacks were compared and blinked from one to the next, aiming to detect moving satellites by expert eyes. In order to have a more informed search, we calculated the range of expected motions for possible satellites. Also, positions of the known asteroids were transformed by Astrometrica's author, Herbert Raab [10] , to Vesta-centric frames that were being processed. Those OpNav images that were taken from a distance of 225,600 kilometers or less, and all Satellite Search data except those with the very short exposure time of 1.5 seconds were processed this way. No moons were discovered with this approach, but asteroids 972 Cohnia, displayed in Figure 7 (a), was "found" and observed this way.
Similarly, after stacking, registering, and adding frames with the same exposure times, stars in OpNav images appeared as trails of the same direction and length. Figure 7 (b) displays one of these products, showing the motion of Vesta relative to the background stars, after applying an 11 boxcar filter for removing the scattered light from Vesta. Red circles represent orbits of different distance from Vesta to guide the eye. We searched for trails of different direction and length from those of the background stars in such OpNav products. We then further examined those trails to remove other moving objects such as background asteroids. A few previously known asteroids were identified this way, but no moons were found.
Automated object-detection
One of the most systematic and automated approaches we used for satellite search was based on automatic object detection. The first crucial step for this approach was to determine where on the celestial sphere the camera was looking at in order to rule out the possibility of mistaking known celestial bodies, such as stars or asteroids, as newly discovered objects. We used astronomy.net for this task [9] . Astrometry.net is open source software that was developed with partial support from the National Science Foundation (NSF), National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the Canadian National Science and Engineering Research Council. This software receives sky images as input and returns the World Coordinate System (WCS) of the images [9] . WCS is a standard description of the nonlinear transformation between image coordinates and the sky coordinates, and is provided in the form of standard metadata which can be included in FITS data files, a standard for astronomy images [30] . Astrometry.net software relies on patterns of the known stars, asteroids, etc. for identifying celestial bodies and calculating their coordinates. It achieves this goal via an efficient pattern matching algorithm for points in the two-dimensional space. Such patterns can have unknown locations, scales, and orientation. The software compares patterns in an image against a collection of known sky patterns in its database. This database is a collection of so called index files, which should be installed as part of the software package. When the software successfully matches a pattern in an input image with one in its database, the image is solved. Astrometry.net indices were built based on United States Naval Observatory-B (USNO-B) [31] catalog. For a detailed description of how index files were created and the methods that are used for pattern matching please see [9] . One limitation of this software however, is that it can only take into account the effect of the geometric projection of the instrument detector plane on to the celestial sphere, and most instruments have distortions which are not accounted for, reducing the precision of the solution. In order for the software to work properly, it is essential to have enough stars in each image's field-of-view. This was the case until the Dawn spacecraft got closer than 42000 kilometers to asteroid Vesta and later entered its orbit, when approximately 30 percent or more of the field-of-view was filled by the asteroid itself. For images that did not have enough stars in their field-of-view, the software took either too long to find a solution (a pattern match) or could not solve the image completely.
The next step was to automatically locate objects in the individual image frames. This was done using the FIND procedure in the IDL [28] astronomy library, which is based on the classic DAOPHOT algorithm [32] . The sky backgrounds were determined using the related MMM (Mean,Median,Mode) procedure in this library. Essentially, this algorithm locates positive brightness perturbations above the sky background in an image and computes parameters related to how well the object is described by a Gaussian point spread function. These parameters can be used to identify point sources (stars), extended sources (galaxies, resolved asteroids or moons), and image defects/artifacts.
After identifying enough point sources in each frame, we used the approximate WCS coordinates of each object to identify them in both the UCAC3 [33] and GSC2 [34] astrometric reference catalogs which are based on the International Celestial Reference System (ICRS) [35] . This allowed us to recalibrate the astrometry using a higher-order polynomial solution to model the instrument focal plane which reduced the errors in the coordinates from around 1 arcminute to 1.5-2.0 arcseconds.
By comparing the object detections for all frames in each observation series, we can remove detections which are cosmic ray hits since they only appear in single frames. Similarly, we can remove detections due to hot or defective pixels since they don't move with the star background. Since the detector's focal plane is under sampled, the apparent brightness of the individual objects can vary as they move across the detector. Therefore, real stars in the field near the faint detection limit are sometimes not visible. Consequently, we adopted a criterion that 'real' objects would be visible in at least 50% of the frames in any observation series.
At the end of the processing we have a list of observations of linked objects. The very small number of objects which did not match a known background reference star were individually examined to see if they were potential moons or asteroids but all were rejected as such candidates. Figure 7 (c) displays the results of this approach on an OpNav image with detected objects circled. Green circles are objects that could be identified and matched with objects in a sky catalogs and red circles are objects that could not be matched with known objects in selected sky catalogs. No moons were identified.
Image subtraction
Finally, we used a simple and quick approach for identifying potential satellites that involved image subtraction. This procedure could be used only for some OpNav images when the spacecraft did not change its planar orientation. Thus, this final approach was not used for Satellite Search images. The first three images in each OpNav series were selected and stacked. These images were well-aligned to each other and we did not apply any registration to them.
Then, for each pixel in the stack, the maximum of the three values was ignored to quickly remove cosmic rays. An image frame was created by averaging the remaining two values for each pixel. Similarly, another frame was created with the last three OpNav images in the same series. Subtracting one of these frames from the other, results in the bright and dark spots that point to a very specific direction, which is the direction of the spacecraft's motion. A variation from this direction will imply a moving object candidate. 
Results
We applied several techniques to OpNav and Satellite Search images acquired by the Dawn spacecraft to search for moons of the asteroid Vesta in summer of 2011. We searched for objects that moved in different directions from the stars in image frames. We also searched for detected objects that were not identified in existing star catalogues. We applied image registration and object detection algorithms to our images. The visual inspection approach had an advantage for later OpNav images obtained from a closer distance to Vesta over the automatic object detection approach. As asteroid Vesta occupied more than 30 percent of the field of view, there were not enough background stars to help solve the images with astrometry.net, to obtain their WCS coordinates, and to benefit from automatic object detection algorithm. Similarly, the automatic object detection approach had an advantage over the visual inspection approach for earlier OpNav images, when objects were too far or too faint to be easily detected by eye. The image subtraction method could only be applied to a subset of OpNav images, when the spacecraft did not change its orientation. We also benefited from several open-source computational software packages. WCS coordinates of the images were determined using astrometry.net software [9] . Images were aligned and blinked using Astrometrica [10] . Celestial objects were detected using DAOPHOT [32] algorithm. Background stars were compared with star catalogs and unidentified objects were noted. We have found no evidence of objects in motion near Vesta to date. Filtered images also have shown no evidence of any object in motion other than a few known asteroids that happen to be in the field of view.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced the natural satellite, or moon, search problem to the electronic imaging community. We presented computational challenges, approaches, and existing tools for solving it. Furthermore, we presented two case studies for satellite searches in detail. First, we reviewed computational approaches for verifying the discovery of Pluto's moons, Nix and Hydra, using Hubble data of Pluto in 2006. Second, we described the work of the Dawn mission's Satellite Working Group (SWG) in summer of 2011, searching for moons of the asteroid Vesta. We employed three independent approaches successfully and concluded that there are no natural satellites, moons, of Vesta in the portion of the Hill sphere of Vesta that we searched. This paper was a preliminary report on methods used for finding moons of Vesta. A future report by the SWG will provide the analysis on various limits on this search such as magnitude and size, as well as motion. A satellite search will also be made for dwarf planet Ceres as the Dawn spacecraft approaches it in 2015 for spacecraft safety as well as possible scientific discovery. Therefore, applying the lessons learned and having more advanced and efficient computational tools and processes for satellite search continues to be of high importance and value to planetary scientists, astronomers, and missions' optical navigation specialists. We hope that this communication with the computational community better prepares us for such future investigations.
